Appendix 5

Information on incidents
at the oilfields of “Surgutneftegas” PJSC in 2018

No.

1

2

Date of an
incident

Place of an incident

Cause of an incident
/
consequences

Area of well-pad No. 633, the Vostochnoleakage of illegal
17.08.2018 Surgutskoye field (leakage of illegal (criminal) (criminal) branch joint
at 10:34
branch joint at “Booster pump station-3 oil
/
pipeline (V/S) – p.20”
oil spill

Area of well-pad No. 19
20.10.2018 the Zapadno-Surgutskoye field
at 16:50
Incident at pipeline OIL AND GAS PIPELINE
W.-T.P. W.66 (W.66 - T.P)

Corrosion
/
oil containing fluid
spill

The area of land and
water objects
contamination
(hectares), type of
terrain

Measures taken in response to an incident

Administrative investigations to determine guilt
(penalties, claims)

1.1800 dry land,
ingress in an
unnamed brook

1. Oil spill localization.
2. Oil containing fluid pumpdown, gathering and
removal of the contaminated soil.
3. Technical site reclamation.
4. Biological site reclamation is scheduled for
snowless period of 2019.
5. Inspection of the site and its exclusion from the
Register of territories and water bodies contaminated
by oil, oil products and produced water was carried
out on 01.10.2019.
The environmental clean-up costs amounted to
RUB 12,548.27 thousand.

The administrative cases brought against
“Surgutneftegas” PJSC by Prirodnadzor of Yugra
were terminated for lack of evidence of
administrative violation.
2. Prirodnadzor of Yugra made two claims
against “Surgutneftegas” PJSC for damages to
forests caused by oil spills due to illegal
(criminal) branch joint performed by an
unidentified person for RUB 266,683 and RUB
390,575 respectively.
3. According to the court decisions, the
Company’s costs of the land plot reclamation are
taken as reimbursement for damages to forests.

0.0300
dry land

1. Oil spill localization.
2. Oil containing fluid pumpdown, gathering and
removal of the contaminated snow and soil.
3. Technical site reclamation.
4. Site inspection to determine the necessity of further
works is scheduled for snowless period of 2019.
5. Inspection of the site and its exclusion from the
Register of territories and water bodies contaminated
by oil, oil products and produced water was carried
out on 05.08.2019.
The environmental clean-up costs amounted to
RUB 881.47 thousand.

Following the investigations, Prirodnadzor of
Yugra has found “Surgutneftegas” PJSC guilty
under Part 2, Article 8.31 of Administrative
Offenses Code of the Russian Federation and
imposed a penalty in the amount of RUB
100,000.

